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Abstract
This talk presents newest developments in novel technologies for intelligent manufacturing welding at Shanghai
Jiao Tong University (SJTU). In particular, multi-source information of various types from dynamical arc welding
processes, including joint seam, weld pool geometry, arc spectrum, arc acoustic signal, welding current and
voltage, is acquired and fused in innovative ways. Novel methods are developed to extract characteristics from and
model welding systems and manufacturing processes. Welding processes are controlled to better assure weld
quality by using intelligent control methods such as neural network, fuzzy logic and adaptive learning. The welding
work-piece and joint gap are successfully recognized through novel visual analysis. Challenges in autonomous
guiding, real-time adaptive seam tracking, real-time adaptive robotic welding programming, etc. are all
successfully addressed. To summarize, future directions in intelligentized technologies for modern welding
manufacturing and their perspective applications are also systematically analyzed.
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